Aortic valve regurgitation caused by blunt chest injury
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Abstract
Aortic valve regurgitation is an uncommon consequence of closed chest injury. It is caused by damage to the valve apparatus (ruptured cusp) or when subadventitial rupture of the ascending aorta causes prolapse of a subjacent valve cusp. Aortic valve regurgitation was detected in 4 patients (2 men and 2 women, 30 to 65 years old) who had sustained multiple injuries in road accidents 1 week to 30 years before. Three had subadventitial rupture of the ascending aorta and one had isolated rupture of the non-coronary cusp of the aortic valve. The mechanism responsible for the damage was believed to be a consequence of multiple chest lesions (right costal flap, sternal fracture, pulmonary contusion). It is difficult to diagnose and treat aortic regurgitation in patients with multiple injuries. Three patients had repair operations and the remaining patient needed valve replacement. If aortic regurgitation is haemodynamically well tolerated, the operation should be postponed until the patients have recovered from their other injuries. The results in these 4 patients and in other reported cases indicate that operations can be performed soon after the acute phase.
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Aortic valve regurgitation is a rare consequence of chest injury. Regurgitation is caused by damage to the aortic valve (rupture of a cusp) or to the ascending aorta (subadventitial rupture) with prolapse of the subjacent cusp.

Patients and methods
From 1973 to 1989 four patients underwent an operation for aortic valve regurgitation that developed after chest injury. At the time of the accident the two women and two men were 30 to 65 years old and in all of them the operation to treat regurgitation was performed some time (1 week to 30 years) after the accident. This lesion is rare: in the same period we operated on one patient with rupture of the descending thoracic aorta and 57 with ruptures of the aortic isthmus, of which 40 were new ruptures requiring emergency operations and 17 were post-traumatic aneurysms treated electively (fig 1).

Case 1
A 65 year old man suffered skull and thoracic injuries (anterior flail chest and fractured sternum) in a car accident and required prolonged ventilation. Aortic regurgitation was diagnosed only after dyspnoea and acute pulmonary oedema developed. Examination showed aortic valve regurgitation (grade IV) with dilatation of the ascending aorta. During operation, a subadventitial rupture was found above the sinus of Valsalva. It required a simple suture.

Case 2
A 28 year old man suffered a fractured femur, skull injury, and a fracture of the sternum with serious pulmonary contusion in a road accident. An aortic murmur was noted but an operation was not proposed because initially the regurgitation was well tolerated and the patient had other severe lesions, principally cerebral. An echocardiographic examination, performed after he left the intensive care unit, showed grade II to III aortic regurgitation. The echocardiographic examination suggested rupture of a non-coronary cusp. Eighteen months after the accident the patient presented with dyspnoea (NYHA III). At operation a tear was found at the bottom of the non-coronary cusp. The free edge of the cusp and the other two cusps were not
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Figure 1 Distribution of post-traumatic aortic lesions seen during the same period in our institution (4 cases of aortic regurgitation, 57 lesions of the isthmus, and one rupture of the thoracic aorta).
affected. The tear was repaired with a simple running suture.

**Case 3**
A 61 year old woman presented with dyspnoea (NYHA III) associated with syncope. Seven years before, she had had a road accident which caused a fractured femur, bilateral patellar fractures, abdominal trauma, and a flail chest. She was found to have aortic regurgitation (grade IV), dilatation of the ascending aorta, and a lateral notch that suggested a post-traumatic aneurysm. An old subadventitial rupture with a prolapse of the subjacent valve apparatus was found at operation. The competence of the valve was restored by suturing the lesion in the ascending aorta and adjusting the arrangement of the valve apparatus.

**Case 4**
When a 74 year old woman with angina was assessed before coronary artery bypass grafting angiography showed dilatation of the ascending aorta causing slight aortic valve regurgitation (class I). During operative exploration of the ascending aorta an old subadventitial rupture was found. This was repaired with a simple suture. She had had a serious road accident 30 years before when she had fractured her femur and several ribs. She had been in intensive care for a long time.

Two to eight years after operation, the four patients were symptom free and echocardiographic examination showed good aortic valve competence especially in the patients who had repair operations.

**Discussion**
Road accidents can cause complete or partial aortic ruptures and ruptures of the free wall, the septum, or the valve apparatus. The most serious ruptures are often fatal.13 Less severe ruptures such as subadventitial ruptures of the ascending aorta or isolated injury to the aortic valve cusps can cause acute aortic valve regurgitation, which is difficult to diagnose and treat in patients with multiple injuries. There are six other reported cases of rupture of the ascending aorta,1-9 of which two required emergency operations, and 23 cases of rupture of one or more valve cusps.10-22 No cusp was preferentially affected. In static conditions the isthmus is the most fragile part of the aorta.21 Deceleration during road accidents, however, seems to be an important factor that affects the pattern of injury.24 Damage to the aortic isthmus is more common in patients with minor thoracic wall injuries7 whereas the post-traumatic aortic valve regurgitation (in our experience and in a review of reported cases25) affects all ages and is often found with sternal or multiple rib fractures.26 This finding may give a clue about why the aortic valve regurgitation develops in such patients. The impact of a hard surface on the chest wall could limit displacement of the heart during the accident (fig 2). This would avoid traction on the aortic isthmus but not displacement of the column of blood within the aorta, which can rupture the ascending aorta or a valve apparatus. Rupture of the valve is more likely during diastole when the left ventricular pressure is low, whereas during systole left ventricular counter-pressure may protect the aortic valves and make rupture of the ascending aorta more likely.

Multiple injuries led to a delay in diagnosis of aortic valve regurgitation, which was diagnosed a week to several years after the initial accident. There are reports of valve replacement within 12 hours of a road accident2 as well as of cases that did not require operation.6-27 Indeed, in one of our patients (case 4) the lesion was discovered during bypass grafting and the grade of aortic regurgitation would not have prompted operation. It seems that there is a latent period28-29 during which regurgitation develops. This allows operation to be deferred until patients have recovered from their other injuries. Aortic regurgitation should be suspected if there is a diastolic murmur and a wide pulse pressure. A conventional chest X ray will show the usual signs of aortic isthmus rupture, in particular mediastinal enlargement.27 Enlargement of the cardiac outline has also been reported; this is a more specific sign that confirms concomitant pericardial effusion18.

Transsthoracic echocardiography sometimes shows the damaged cusp prolapsing into the left ventricular outflow tract or the exact site of the damage,30 as in case 3. None the less, chest wall injuries and equipment for ventila-
tion or drainage make it difficult to obtain and interpret transhoracic echocardiograms. Perhaps transesophageal echocardiography would be helpful in these cases. Before operation, patients must be examined angiographically to show the type of lesion and its functional consequence. Angiography may also show rupture of a sinus of Valsalva in the right atrium. These patients require surgical correction on cardiopulmonary bypass. Lastly, the diagnosis can be made angiographically when rupture of the aortic isthmus is suspected. Cross sectional echocardiography may show rupture of the ascending aorta in the absence of aortic valve regurgitation. There is no risk in postponing surgical correction of a defective valve, but where the ascending aorta is affected there is a risk of further rupture. This outcome has not been reported, however, and the risk of complete rupture must be weighed against the risks of surgical correction especially in patients with other severe injuries of the skull and brain. Thus it is advisable to defer operation until the patient has recovered from the other injuries. Only patients who show immediate poor haemodynamic tolerance of aortic regurgitation need an immediate operation.

Most patients do not need valve replacements, and valve replacement was no more common when the operation was performed some time after the injury. In case 3 repair was possible even though the valve apparatus had been affected for 7 years. The valve could be preserved because there was no fibrous degeneration or calcification on the cusps.

Conclusion

Aortic valve regurgitation is a rare consequence of chest injury. It generally follows severe multiple injuries to the thorax. The mechanisms that cause this type of lesion and rupture of the aortic isthmus are different. Although acute regurgitation develops, in most patients there is an initial period of good haemodynamic tolerance which allows operation to be deferred until the patient's condition is stable.
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